We analyze extensive spectroscopic and photometric data of the hypervariable quasar SDSS J141324+530527 (RMID 017) at z = 0.456, an optical "changing look" quasar from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey Reverberation Mapping project that increased in optical luminosity by a factor 10 between 2014 and 2017. The observed broad emission lines all respond in luminosity and width to the changing optical continuum, as expected for photoionization in a stratified, virialized broad emission line region. The luminosity changes therefore result from intrinsic changes in accretion power rather than variable obscuration. The variability is continuous and apparently stochastic, disfavoring an origin as a discrete event such as a tidal disruption flare or microlensing event. It is coordinated on day timescales with blue leading red, consistent with reprocessing powering the entire optical SED. We show that this process cannot work in a standard thin disk geometry on energetic grounds, and would instead require a large covering factor reprocessor. Disk instability models could potentially also explain the data, provided that the instability sets in near the inner radius of a geometrically thick accretion disk.
INTRODUCTION
The continuum optical/UV emission of quasars has long been known to vary, with typical rms fluctuations of 10−20% correlated on timescales of months to years (e.g., Kelly et al. 2009; MacLeod et al. 2010; Koz lowski et al. 2010 ). This variability is often correlated over a wide wavelength range (e.g., Clavel et al. 1991; Peterson et al. 1991) , which requires a propagation speed 0.1c (Krolik et al. 1991) if the emission region size scales with characteristic emission wavelength λ as R ∝ λ 4/3 predicted by standard thin accretion disk theory (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973) . This timescale is much shorter than expected for the propagation of accretion rate fluctuations through the disk (Pringle 1981) and those variations are usually associated with reprocessing of emission from near the black hole. Intensive monitoring campaigns have shown that the X-ray relationship is more complex than for the UV (Edelson et al. 2019) . When either the UV or X-rays are correlated with the response at longer optical wavelengths, the measured lag in a reprocessing model measures the wavelength-dependent emission region size (e.g., McHardy et al. 2014; Fausnaugh et al. 2016) .
A small fraction of quasars exhibit large optical luminosity variations by factors of 2 ("hypervariable," Rumbaugh et al. 2018) . Rare, optical "changing look" AGN show appearance or disappearance of one or more broad emission lines. Those changes are associated with factor of ∼ 10 variations in optical continuum luminosity on month to year timescales. Long known in nearby Seyferts (Tohline & Osterbrock 1976; Cohen et al. 1986; Clavel et al. 1989; Storchi-Bergmann et al. 1995) , this type of large amplitude, rapid variability is now found in higher luminosity quasars (LaMassa et al. 2015; MacLeod et al. 2016; Ruan et al. 2016; Runnoe et al. 2016; Gezari et al. 2017; Wang et al. 2018; Yang et al. 2018; Stern et al. 2018; MacLeod et al. 2018; Trakhtenbrot et al. 2019a) . Evidence from short timescale variability of both the broad emission lines and continuum (e.g., LaMassa et al. 2015) , a lack of change in optical reddening (MacLeod et al. 2016) or X-ray column , echoed midinfrared variability (from warm dust) following optical variability (Stern et al. 2018) , and spectro-polarimetry (Hutsemékers et al. 2017) all imply that these objects undergo rapid changes in intrinsic accretion power on timescales much shorter than the 10 4−6 year inflow time expected for a standard thin disk. In certain cases, the variability could be driven by a discrete event such as a tidal disruption flare (Merloni et al. 2015) , microlensing (Bruce et al. 2017) , or a binary black hole interaction (Kim et al. 2018) . Generally, however, changing look events appear to be the rare excursions to large amplitude of the continuous and stochastic variability seen in "hypervariable" (Rumbaugh et al. 2018 ) and ordinary (Kelly et al. 2009 ) quasars.
Large amplitude, rapid variations in luminous quasars are difficult to explain in the context of standard accretion disk theory. Either the entire AGN optical SED must be powered by reprocessing of central UV or X-ray emission (Shappee et al. 2014; Lawrence 2018) , AGN are subject to disk instabilities possibly including fast state transitions (e.g., Noda & Done 2018; Ross et al. 2018) , and/or inflow through the disk can be much more rapid than commonly assumed (Dexter & Begelman 2019) .
These scenarios make markedly different predictions for spectral evolution during changing look events. Reprocessing in a thin disk should show coordinated variability at all wavelengths with blue leading red. The fractional variability amplitude should also decrease with increasing wavelength due to geometric dilution of the central flux and the larger variation in light travel time to the emission region at long wavelength (e.g., Kazanas & Nayakshin 2001; Sergeev et al. 2005; Cackett et al. 2007; Shappee et al. 2014) . Rapid inflow should result in red wavelengths leading with long delay timescales corresponding to viscous evolution (Pringle 1981) . Disk instabilities could produce either band leading, possibly accompanied by a change in SED shape due to changes in disk structure.
The quasar SDSS J141324+530527 at z 0.456 was recently identified as a "turn-on" changing look object, in which the broad Hα and Hβ lines increased in strength during a large change in continuum luminosity in 2017 (Wang et al. 2018 ). This object is included in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey Reverberation Mapping (SDSS-RM, RMID 017) campaign that intensively monitors 849 quasars with optical imaging and spectroscopy since 2014 (Shen et al. 2015a ). We present extensive optical to X-ray photometric and spectral monitoring data of the source from 2009-2018 taken as part of the SDSS-RM campaign, including intensive SDSS spectral monitoring over the last five years (section 2), including from SDSS-IV (Blanton et al. 2017) . We use the optical continuum (section 3) and broad emission line (section 4) evolution from this extensive data set to confirm that optical changing look quasars are powered by order of magnitude intrinsic variations in accretion power. From the line shape and luminosity evolution, we probe the low-ionization broad emission line region structure and physical conditions in a luminous quasar. We describe the difficulties in explaining these observations in terms of simple reprocessing or intrinsic disk emission models (section 5).
OBSERVATIONS
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SDSS J141324+530527 was included in the SDSS-RM campaign (Shen et al. 2015a ). SDSS-RM has observed 849 quasars in a 7 deg 2 field coinciding with the Pan-STARRS1 Medium Deep Field MD07 (RA J2000=213.704, Dec J2000=+53.083, Tonry et al. 2012) . The monitoring included intensive spectroscopy with the Apache Point 2.5 meter SDSS telescope (Gunn et al. 2006) , along with accompanying photometry obtained from the CFHT and Bok telescopes. Pan-STARRS 1 photometry is also available from 2010-2013, along with GALEX observations and 2 XMM-Newton observations in 2017. We summarize the data set and reduction procedure used here.
SDSS Spectra
The SDSS-RM spectra analyzed here were obtained with the BOSS spectrographs (Smee et al. 2013) between Jan 2014 and June 2018. We use data from 77 epochs, with a median cadence of only 4 days in 2014 and 16 days in the other years over 7 months of observing per year.
The exposure time was typically 2 hr, and the data were first processed by the BOSS pipeline, followed by a custom scheme to improve spectrophotometry and sky subtraction (for technical details on the SDSS-RM spectroscopy, see Shen et al. 2015a ). The typical absolute spectrophotometric accuracy achieved is ∼ 5%. More detail on the spectroscopy data and analysis can be found in Shen et al. (2018) and Grier et al. (2019) . From the spectra, we estimate continuum luminosities as mean values over narrow bands (Table 1) , avoiding clear emission lines in the time-averaged spectrum. We have not tried to model weak narrow emission lines or the pseudocontinuum from FeII.
We measured emission line properties after subtracting a polynomial fit to the nearby continuum. The line flux is estimated by numerically integrating over the measured flux in each channel. The line width is charactered by both the FWHM and the square root of the second moment, σ. Both measurements are made directly on the data rather than using a model. The integration is performed over the spectral windows defined in Ta Shen et al. 2016 ) used for SDSS-RM reverberation measurements (Shen et al. 2016; Grier et al. 2017 Grier et al. , 2019 Homayouni et al. 2018) obtains [O III]λ5007 flux measurements with 5% rms.
We next subtract the host galaxy spectrum at each epoch using the template found from spectral decomposition by Shen et al. (2015b) . The host galaxy contribution exceeds that of the AGN for rest frame λ > 4000Å in [2014] [2015] . Finally, we convert the observed frame flux to the emitted monochromatic luminosity νL ν assuming luminosity distances based on a WMAP 9 year cosmology (Hinshaw et al. 2013) 
SDSS-RM photometry
Photometric observations of SDSS J141324+530527 were obtained in both the g and i bands (Fukugita et al. 1996) using the Steward Observatory Bok 2.3m telescope on Kitt Peak and the 3.6m Canada-FranceHawaii Telescope (CFHT) on Mauna Kea. They cover roughly the same monitoring period as the SDSS-RM spectroscopy in 2014 with a cadence of about 2 days in 2014 and more sparse in the following years. The Bok observations were obtained with the 90Prime instrument (Williams et al. 2004 ), which has a 4k × 4k CCD with a plate scale of 0. 45 pixel −1 and a field of view of 1 • × 1 • . The CFHT observations were taken with the MegaCam instrument (Aune et al. 2003) , which has a pixel scale of 0.187 and also has a 1
• × 1 • field of view. Details of these observations and their processing will be provided by K. Kinemuchi et al. (in preparation) .
The data were processed via pipelines for their respective instruments. Light curves were produced using the image subtraction method of Alard & Lupton (1998) ; Alard (2000) using the publicly available software ISIS. This method aligns the images and then subtracts each 1.10 ± 0.14 -- Table 2 . Rest frame continuum and line fitting regions, line luminosities and responsivities (η), and line widths and breathing indices (p). The line luminosity and σ line normalizations are scaled to a 2700Å luminosity νLν = 10 44 erg s −1 . We do not report line width information for the faint He lines where the measurements are unreliable.
individual epoch from a reference frame that is produced from a subset of the highest-quality images. Before subtraction, ISIS alters the PSF of the reference frame to match that of the individual epoch. This process results in a subtracted image that contains the residual flux, on which a PSF-weighted aperture is placed to measure the flux and produce a residual-flux light curve.
For 2014-2017, we also produce a version of the merged photometry and errors between SDSS, Bok, and CFHT. We use the CREAM code and procedure described in Starkey et al. (2016) . CREAM models the light curve allowing an additive offset, multiplicative scaling factor, and transfer function for each band/instrument/telescope. These parameters are optimized using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo fitting process. The rescaled g and i band light curves are placed on the same scale and merged into a single continuum light curve. The uncertainties are further rescaled based on the variance between neighboring epochs. The impact of this rescaling is to increase the error bars, typically by factors 2 − 3 (Grier et al. 2019) . In this procedure we found a systematic offset of the CFHT data in 2016, likely due to a switch to different filters, and removed them from the merged light curve.
PS1 photometry
We used PS1 light curves of SDSS J141324+530527 in the g,r,i,z,y bands from the Medium Deep Field Survey MD07 field (Tonry et al. 2012 ) covering the time period 2010-2013. The light curves are taken from and details of the photometric calibration are described in Schlafly et al. (2012) and Magnier et al. (2013) . We have further removed flagged data (where there is no measured error) and a few obvious outliers (measurements > 4 standard deviations away from the median of that year).
GALEX photometry
A GALEX NUV light curve was obtained using data from the GALEX Time Domain Survey (Gezari et al. 2013) . We performed aperture photometry on each GALEX epoch at the position of the nearest source to the SDSS position within 3 arcsec in a deep coadd of all the GALEX images. We use an aperture radius of 6 arcsec, and apply an aperture correction for the energy enclosed, and a zeropoint for the AB magnitude system. The photometric error was determined for each epoch empirically from the standard deviation of a control sample of sources between epochs as a function of magnitude, following Gezari et al. (2013) . We detect the quasar in 19 GALEX epochs between May 2009 and March 2011.
XMM-Newton
SDSS J141324+530527 was observed by XMMNewton twice, in June 2017 (OBSID=0804271301) and November 2017 (OBSID=0804271801). The EPIC net counts in the 0.5-10 keV band were 3789 and 420 for the two observations with exposure times of 17ks and 5.4ks. We extracted the PN, MOS1, and MOS2 spectra and fitted them with an absorbed power-law plus a Compton reflection component ("pexrav"). We assumed a Galactic absorbing column density N H = 1.1 × 10 20 cm −2 . Between the two observations (5 months separation), the 2 − 10 keV spectral shape remained an unobscured power-law. The photon index, defined by N (E) ∝ E −Γ , of Γ = 2.15 ± 0.05 remained constant between observations, while the flux dropped by a factor of 3.6. The unabsorbed rest-frame 2-10 keV luminosities of the two observations are L X = (3.09 ± 0.17) × 10 44 erg s −1 and (8.6 ± 1.0) × 10 43 erg s −1 . Fitting the two spectra simultaneously gives a 90% upper limit for any absorbing column of N H = 9 × 10 19 cm −2 .
3. RAPID, LARGE AMPLITUDE CONTINUUM VARIATIONS SDSS J141324+530527 shows continuous, large amplitude optical variability over the past 10 years (left panel of Figure 1 ). The initial Pan-STARRS monitoring showed a factor 2 − 3 increase (near MJD 55500) from the luminosity inferred from the 2004 SDSS spectrum. A drop and similar rise occurred again during the 55000 55500 56000 56500 57000 57500 58000 high cadence SDSS-RM monitoring in 2014 (near MJD 56600). Subsequently the luminosity increased by a factor 10 over roughly a year period. It has since stayed high, but with large excursions e.g. a factor 2 drop in 2017 in all bands (near MJD 58100) followed by a rise by a factor of 3 − 6 within the 6 month observing window during 2018. The period from 2014-2017 is shown in more detail, with estimated photometric uncertainties from the CREAM modeling and merging, in the right panel of Figure 1 .
The variations are highly correlated and nearly simultaneous across the measured optical band. This is shown for the SDSS-RM spectra in Figure 2 . A detailed continuum lag analysis for the high cadence data found that the g-band leads the i-band by 3−6 days (Homayouni et al. 2018) . The lower cadence of the later light curve precludes a continuum lag measurement, but continues to show rapid and highly correlated variations consistent with the high cadence monitoring.
Until 2018, the fractional amplitude changes are similar across all optical bands. The blue bands increase somewhat more during the first dramatic rise with νL ν consistent with a power law of slope 1.2 − 1.4, similar to the value of 4/3 expected for a thin disk. The subsequent flattening, drop, and dramatic rise in 2018, by contrast, show dramatic reddening of the SED. By the end of observations in 2018 the SED was completely flat in νL ν . Compared to the previous peak at similar luminosity 10 45 erg s −1 , the reddest bands increased in luminosity by a factor 3 while the bluest band slightly decreased. For the estimated RM black hole mass measured from Hβ of M 8×10 8 M (Grier et al. 2017) , the optical luminosity varies between L opt /L Edd ∼ 0.2−2%, similar to other hypervariable quasars which tend to have low Eddington ratios (Rumbaugh et al. 2018 ). The GALEX near-UV light curve shows similar evolution to that of the g-band from PS1 ( Figure 1 ) but with a slightly higher fractional rms amplitude.
Sample host-subtracted SEDs are shown in Figure 3 . We choose two epochs for the PS1/GALEX data (black) corresponding to low (2009) and high (2011) luminosity states. Continuum luminosities measured from the later SDSS spectra are shown as colored lines. Until 2018 (MJD 58100), the SED rises beyond our bluest optical band, except maybe in the low state of the PS1/GALEX monitoring. This is broadly consistent with a spectral break near 1000Å as seen in quasar composite spectra (e.g., Shull et al. 2012) . For the estimated mass of ∼ 10 9 M sun and observed L opt , thin accretion disk models predict a peak in νL ν at 10 15 Hz, broadly consistent with a peak location in between the PS1 g and GALEX NUV bands. In many epochs the continuum slope is comparable to the expected νL ν ∼ ν 4/3 , while notably in 2018 it is much flatter. The X-ray luminosities measured by XMM are a factor of 3 lower than quasi-simultaneous measurements in our bluest SDSS band. The resulting spectral index α OX −1.2. The source is mildly X-ray bright, roughly 1σ off the relation for ordinary quasars (Steffen et al. 2006; Lusso et al. 2010 ) and similar to other hypervariable ones (Rumbaugh et al. 2018; Collinson et al. 2018 ). We do not find evidence for a change in α OX between the two epochs where the X-ray luminosity varies by a factor 4.
BROAD EMISSION LINE RESPONSE
Host galaxy subtracted spectra averaged by year are shown in figure Figure 4 . All observed broad emission lines respond to the dramatic changes in the optical continuum. Example line profiles are shown for Hβ and MgII in Figure 5 , with colors coded by time from red (early) to blue (late). In both cases the lines brighten dramatically, especially in their lower velocity cores. The classification for Hβ changes from Type 1.8 to 1, which led to the classification of SDSS J141324+530527 as a turn-on changing look quasar (Wang et al. 2018) . Nonetheless, broad MgII and Hα emission are detected at all times. We also note that Figure 4 provides evidence for increased O III λ3133 emission in high flux states, which could be produced by Bowen fluorescence (Trakhtenbrot et al. 2019b luminosity L (erg s 1 ) 57100 57600 58100 MJD Figure 3 . Host galaxy subtracted, rest frame, optical to X-ray SEDs. The black curves and points show quasisimultaneous PS1 and GALEX photometry. The magenta curves show quasi-simultaneous continuum measurements from SDSS spectra along with XMM-Newton data. The colored curves are measurements from SDSS-RM spectra going from early (red) to mid (gray) to late (blue) epochs. The optical SEDs are consistent with power laws. In the lower state, the SED peak appears to be redwards of the GALEX NUV point. In the GALEX higher state and most of the SDSS-RM spectra, the peak is bluewards of our observing band. Where measured, the X-ray luminosity is relatively high but well below that of the bluest optical band. During the dramatic rise in 2018, the SED reddens to become completely flat across the optical band.
λ4640 line is weak, which might suggest the metallicity in this object is not supersolar. ) MgII 56900 57200 57500 57800 58100 MJD Figure 5 . Sample host galaxy and narrow line subtracted Hβ (left) and MgII (right) profiles from early (red) to blue (late) epochs. The line becomes significantly narrower at late times where the continuum luminosity is higher. The shape also changes, with the core brightening more than the wings.
tical continuum. The host galaxy subtraction leads to large systematic uncertainty in the HeI and HeII measurements in 2014-2015 (L line 10 41 erg s −1 ). Many of those points should be interpreted as upper limits.
For the more luminous Balmer lines and MgII we can also measure changes in the line widths (but not for HeI and HeII). Line widths for Hα, Hβ, MgII, and Hγ as a function of optical luminosity are shown in Figure 7 , with no correction made for the 40 day light travel time delay to the BLR (Grier et al. 2017 ). We show the results based on σ, but the results based on FWHM are similar. The Hα and Hβ lines become significantly narrower at high luminosity. Similar behavior is seen in MgII where the line core visibly narrows at higher luminosity ( Figure 5 ), but with a weaker luminosity dependence. This is consistent with the behavior seen in larger samples of both SDSS-RM and hypervariable quasars, where MgII shows little or no response to continuum changes (Sun et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2019 are uncertain at low luminosity due to the low signalto-noise of the line. We interpret the observed decrease in line width as the expected "breathing" of the BLR, where the emission peak moves to larger radius from the black hole at higher luminosity (Baldwin 1977; Koratkar & Gaskell 1991; Cackett & Horne 2006) . The dashed black curves in Figure 7 show the trend of σ ∝ L p with p = −1/4, expected if the BLR radius R BLR ∝ L 1/2 and σ ∝ R −1/2 (and assuming a constant SED shape, e.g., Peterson et al. 2002) . Those simple scalings are consistent with the data for Hα and Hβ. The MgII line width is also well constrained and shows a breathing effect, but with a shallower index (best fitting values and uncertainties are listed in Table 2 ). In all cases the relevant velocity traced by the line width is falling with distance from the black hole. In other hypervariable quasars, the MgII line width is independent of continuum luminosity (Yang et al. 2019) . The FWHM shows similar breathing behavior, consistent with previous work (e.g., Shen 2013; Zhang et al. 2018) . The line and continuum optical luminosities are correlated in all cases (Figure 8) . The large change in continuum luminosity provides a lever arm for measuring the responsivity η for each emission line, defined here as
. Best fits of that form are indicated as solid lines in the figure, and the best-fitting values and uncertainties are given in Table 2 . The Balmer lines and MgII show flatter, sub-linear correlations (smaller η), while the He line response is nearly linear. These findings are in excellent agreement with the predictions of photoionization models (e.g., Korista & Goad 2004) . Among the Balmer lines, the strongest response is in Hγ, consistent with those models. The Hβ response is weaker than expected.
DISCUSSION
We have analyzed optical to X-ray photometric and spectroscopic data of SDSS J141324+530527, a hypervariable, changing look quasar in the SDSS-RM sample (identified as such by Wang et al. 2018) . The large number of SDSS spectra as well as PS1 and GALEX NUV photometry and XMM-Newton spectroscopy allow a detailed study of dramatic changes in a luminous quasar.
Past SDSS-RM measurements of SDSS J141324+530527 found observed frame time delays between the optical g-band and the Hβ line and i-band continuum emission regions of 30 − 50 and 3 − 6 days, respectively. The measured BLR lag and line width leads to a black hole mass estimate of M 8 × 10 8 M (Grier et al. 2017) . The continuum reverberation timescale implies a propagation speed of 0.5c for a thin accretion disk (Homayouni et al. 2018) , consistent with light travel time delay where the optical variability is driven by reprocessed UV or X-ray emission.
We have shown that the source increased in brightness by a factor of 10 within about a year from 2015-2016. The variations are coordinated across the optical spectrum, with similar amplitudes at all bands. The SED is peaked towards the blue during the first rise, but remarkably turns red at the latest maximum in 2018, with roughly equal luminosity in all observed optical bands.
First, we use the broad emission line response to the changing optical continuum to demonstrate that the changes are due to intrinsic variations in accretion power. Then we assess physical scenarios proposed to account for quasar hypervariability. We consider "extreme reprocessing," where the entire optical spectrum is driven by reprocessing of a varying central source, and accretion instabilities where the observed changes are caused by rapid evolution of the disk structure.
Intrinsic variations in accretion power
There are many lines of evidence suggesting that optical changing look AGN are powered by intrinsic changes in central engine luminosity, rather than by changes in obscuration (as is commonly seen in X-rays, e.g., Risaliti et al. 2002; Matt et al. 2003; Yang et al. 2016 ). The changes occur over a few years. To cover both the BLR and optical emission region, an obscurer would need both a super-orbital velocity and large covering factor (e.g., LaMassa et al. 2015; Runnoe et al. 2016) . When observed, the mid-infrared luminosity also varies in response to to the changing continuum (Sheng et al. 2017; Stern et al. 2018) . X-ray data show no sign of an increase in column density associated with dramatic dimming of the continuum (e.g., Husemann et al. 2016 ). Spectropolarimetry of "turn off" objects shows the low linear polarization fraction 1% typical of unobscured Type I objects (Hutsemékers et al. 2017 ).
Here we also find no evidence for any significant Xray column in two observations spanning a factor of 4 in luminosity. In addition, the variation of the Balmer and He lines match the expectations of photoionization models (e.g., Korista & Goad 2004) . The line widths also show a "breathing" anti-correlation with optical luminosity compatible with a BLR emission size R ∼ L 1/2 and radial velocity v ∼ R −1/2 . The evolution of the emission lines quantitatively demonstrates that the BLR is responding to intrinsic changes in continuum luminosity.
Quasars are typically bluer when brighter (e.g., Cutri et al. 1985; Vanden Berk et al. 2004) . If the rest frame UV luminosity driving photoionization varies more than the optical that we measure, our responsivities could be overestimated. Our best measurements are for the Balmer lines: 0.3 − 0.8 (Table 2 ) compared to predicted values 0.5 − 0.7 (Korista & Goad 2004) . It therefore appears likely that the photoionizing flux in the UV is varying in a similar fashion as that of our observed optical bands. From 2013-2013, the variability amplitude in the GALEX NUV light curve is similar to that of the quasi-simultaneous optical light curves from PS1. When observed at both high and relatively low states, the X-ray luminosity is also consistent with a constant value of α OX −1.2.
Combined constraints
The combined observational constraints from the observed continuum and broad emission line evolution are as follows:
• variations by factors of 10 within 1 year and 3 − 6 within 4 months in the rest-frame that are similar at all optical wavelengths observed (rest 2300 − 7000Å);
• broad emission line variability responding to the continuum variations both in terms of luminosity and line width;
• measured optical to X-ray SEDs that are typical of quasars with similar variability amplitudes in each band (α OX −1.2);
• rapid variability across optical bands with blue leading red, implying a propagation speed 0.5c (0.1c) in the 2014 (2015-2018) data;
• an optical color that becomes slightly bluer when brighter during most of the light curve but with a rapid evolution to the red during 2018.
We next evaluate these constraints in terms of physical scenarios invoked for quasar optical (hyper)variability including changing look AGN.
A high covering factor "extreme" reprocessor?
There has long been evidence for coordinated optical/UV variability in AGN (e.g., Cutri et al. 1985; Clavel et al. 1991) . The implied propagation speed assuming a thin disk model is 0.1c (e.g., Krolik et al. 1991; Courvoisier & Clavel 1991) , which is naturally explained by reprocessing of the central UV or X-ray emission. Typically the amplitude of these variations is 10 − 20%, and the light curves are explained as reprocessing fluctuations superimposed on the more slowly varying local accretion luminosity. Shappee et al. (2014) considered a geometric reprocessing model in a thin disk with intrinsic accretion luminosity L acc irradiated by UV or soft X-ray emission from a central source with luminosity L C 1 at a height h above the black hole. Assuming Newtonian gravity, face-on viewing, and zero albedo, the resulting effective temperature at each radius R can be written (see also Kazanas & Nayakshin 2001; Cackett et al. 2007) ,
where f (x) = 1 − x −1/2 (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973) and
is the geometric time delay. The time-dependent spectrum is obtained by integrating over the disk:
For SDSS J141324+530527 the variability amplitude is a factor of several to ten in the optical. In the model, the light curve consists of contributions both from constant (or slowly varying) local dissipation (L acc ), and from the rapidly varying central source (L C ). To match an optical luminosity of L opt 10 44−45 erg s −1 requires a central luminosity ∼ 10 45−46 erg s −1 , about 10× higher than the observed optical luminosity due to geometric dilution of the flux propagating out to the optical emission radius 50r g . Instead, when observed the NUV luminosity is similar and the X-ray luminosity is a factor of few below the optical. The SED would therefore need to peak sharply at unobserved wavelengths in the far UV or very soft X-ray.
Further, the observed variability amplitude in the optical requires that the roughly constant local contribution is negligible: L acc 10 44 erg s −1 . This scenario requires that 1% of the total accretion luminosity of the central source is dissipated farther out in the disk in the optical in this scenario. In most AGN, L UV and L X are comparable to L opt . Further, the line luminosity evolution tracks that of the optical continuum with responsivities close to those expected for photoionization without any need for a large, unseen far UV/soft X-ray spectral peak.
A speculative scenario that could alleviate these problems is reprocessing in a high covering factor shell of material around the quasar. The covering factor would need to be order unity to allow L opt /L UV,X ∼ 1. Such a scenario has been considered to explain optical tidal disruption flares (Guillochon et al. 2014; Roth et al. 2016) . The reprocessing layer would need to be optically thick to absorb the incident UV or X-ray flux. It would need to be sufficiently thin not to dampen the intrinsic variability either from photon diffusion or variable light travel time to different regions. We see no evidence for such a reprocessing layer in the X-ray spectrum (low N H consistent with being unobscured). The X-rays would therefore need to be observed along a low obscuration line of sight, e.g., near the pole. Further, a sudden change in shell radius, thickness, or geometry would still be needed to account for the spectral evolution towards the red seen in 2018.
Rapid accretion disk evolution?
Alternative models for quasar variability invoke mass accretion (Lyubarskii 1997) and/or thermal (Kelly et al. 2009; Dexter & Agol 2011) fluctuations. Similar ideas have been proposed for changing look AGN (Ross et al. 2018; Noda & Done 2018; Dexter & Begelman 2019) , where the large variations result from either disk instabilities or large accretion rate changes. The high cadence observations of SDSS J141324+530527 show blue leading red with a short lag ( 3 − 6 days, Homayouni et al. 2018) . At least for the variability in 2014, that behavior would seem to rule out a pure inflow scenario, where the red bands should lead. Disk instabilities are thought to drive repeating outbursts, most clearly in dwarf novae systems (Osaki 1996) . Similar limit cycle instabilities have been proposed to explain changing look quasars (Ross et al. 2018; Noda & Done 2018; Śniegowska & Czerny 2019) .
A heating front associated with such a cycle (e.g., Menou et al. 1999) could drive rapid variability with blue leading red if launched from the inner edge of a geometrically thick disk. That scenario should also predict longer variability timescales for fronts launched at larger radius, and red leading blue if they propagate inwards rather than outwards. Detailed models are needed to explore whether such a scenario can produce large amplitude variations on timescales of months that are coordinated across the optical band on timescales of a few days. A potential advantage in this scenario is that dramatic reddening of the SED could result from changes to the disk structure (e.g., Neilsen et al. 2011 ). This trend is otherwise the opposite of the prediction of optically thick disk emission, where L ∼ T 4 eff as seen in the soft states of X-ray binaries (e.g., Gierliński & Done 2004) .
Comparison to other changing look AGN
The rapid coordinated variability between optical bands favors a reprocessing origin for the entire optical SED. At the same time, a basic reprocessing model of a central source in a thin accretion disk geometry is excluded on energetic grounds. A similar problem occurs in several other changing look AGN where L X L opt Ruan et al. 2019 , but see Noda & Done 2018) .
The Seyfert galaxy NGC 2617, studied by also showed short continuum lags with blue leading red as expected for reprocessing Shappee et al. (2014) . In that case, the observed L X was compatible with driving the observed variations in a thin disk geometry. Observationally, the crucial difference there is that the optical rms amplitude fluctuations were relatively small and decreased with increasing wavelength. For SDSS J141324+530527, the optical varies by a factor 10 in all bands. As a result, a reprocessing scenario requires central UV/X-rays to drive the entire optical SED. That sets stringent limits on both the outer disk (L acc < 10 44 erg s −1 ) and central (L C ∼ 10 46 erg s −1 ) luminosity. Neither possibility is consistent with observations and we would need a high covering factor reprocessor (sufficiently high to intercept order unity of the central radiation) or some other mechanism to produce rapid, coordinated variability.
The observed variations are continuous over the past 10 years, with an increase by a factor 2 − 3 before the "changing look" event and continuous large amplitude changes since. We favor the proposal that changing look quasars represent the high amplitude tail to the distribution of ordinary quasar optical variability (Rumbaugh et al. 2018) . The light curve is in this sense quite different from some optical changing look AGN in Seyfert galaxies. For example, the UV luminosity of Fairall 9 steadily decreased by a factor of 30 in UV luminosity over a period of 5 years (Clavel et al. 1989) . Mrk 1018 remained in the high state with a relatively low optical rms for 10 years before dropping in luminosity by a factor of 10 (McElroy et al. 2016) . Mrk 590 displays a similar secular evolution while decreasing in luminosity by a factor of 100 (Denney et al. 2014 ). It could be that more than one mechanism is required to explain the diversity of changing look AGN.
CONCLUSIONS
We present extensive monitoring data, particularly SDSS optical spectra, from the hypervariable/changing look quasar SDSS J141324+530527. We find:
• All observed broad emission lines respond to the observed continuum changes. Since the BLR sees the same continuum changes that we do, they are intrinsic to the source. The line response adds to mounting evidence for intrinsic changes in accretion power as the origin of hypervariable and optical changing look AGN. The continuous variability also argues against an origin as a discrete event.
• The observed BLR response is consistent with that predicted by photoionization models. The luminosity of the Balmer and MgII lines is sub-linear while that of the He lines is nearly linear. The line widths also decrease with increasing luminosity in the fashion expected for a stratified, virialized or rotating BLR. There is no evidence for a change in intrinsic BLR structure or physical properties associated with the changing look event.
• The continuum evolution poses a challenge to all proposed models. The rapid coordination between optical bands with blue leading red points towards a reprocessing origin, but the large variability amplitudes in all bands would require a high covering factor reprocessor (e.g., not a thin disk). This coordination and the rapid variability timescales of months are challenging for disk instability models. They may remain viable if the instability is launched at the inner edge of a geometrically thick disk.
Future studies can use time-resolved spectral evolution to probe accretion and BLR physics in a sample of hypervariable quasars out to high redshift.
